
 
 

2021-2022 ACADEMIC YEAR  

PREP CLASSES  

ENGLISH PROJECT TOPICS 

                         

TED TALK (ideas worth sharing) PROJECT 

You will give a TED TALK on a topic of your choice. 

 

1. TIMING: Your speaking time must be between 6 and 9 minutes of fluency. It should 

be long enough to be serious and short enough to hold people's attention. 

2. CONTENT: Your teacher approved talk must support your thesis/message. It must be 

powerful and effective. 

3. DELIVERY: TED-style talks are delivered without notes, from memory. THEY ARE 

NOT spontaneous. They are scripted and carefully rehearsed. You can present your 

talk videotaped or live in class.  

4. 1st DRAFT CHECK: You must be ready by the first draft check with your ideas, 

outline of your well thought out presentation. 

5. 2nd DRAFT CHECK: You must be ready with the script of your TED talk, and/or 

video of you presenting part or all.  

 (Draft checks give you the opportunity to do your best work)   

 

HOW TO PREPARE YOURSELF 

 

1. Watch some TED Talks. Take notes on what you liked about them. 

https://tinyurl.com/zswpha9 

2. Think about your interests and choose which topic your audience will also be 

interested in. 

3. Think, why should we listen to you about this topic? What experience do you 

have? 

4.  Think about ways to use slides, video, audio and even spontaneous smartphone 

polls to engage your audience. You might, for instance, start with a video and then 

use powerful images later in your talk. 

5. Build an emotional connection as well as sharing knowledge. Decide on how you 

want them to feel and what opinions and ideas you want them to have after your 

talk has ended. 

6. Take us on a journey. Don’t just give facts, tell its story. Good presentations 

include stories. Stories speak to the heart and make a connection to the message of 

your TED Talk. 

7. Take videos of yourself practicing, then improve on it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tinyurl.com/zswpha9


 
                                                 TED TALK PROJECT RUBRIC 

Presentation Title:____________________________________  
Advanced (25 pts) Proficient (20 pts) Developing (15 

pts) 

Beginning (10 pts) POINTS 

Eye Contact with 

Audience 

Holds attention of 

the entire audience 

with the use of 

direct eye contact, 

rarely looking at 

notes. 

Holds attention of the 

audience but sometimes 

looks at notes.  

Relies heavily on 

notes albeit 

sometimes looking 

at the screen. 

Most of the speech 

was read.  

 

Volume, Articulation, 

Clarity & 

Intonation/Inflection 

Speaks with 

variations in 

volume and 

inflection to 

maintain audience 

interest and 

emphasize key 

points.  

Most times speaks with 

variations in volume 

and inflection to 

maintain audience 

interest and emphasize 

key points. 

Sometimes speaks 

with variations in 

volume and 

inflection to 

maintain audience 

interest and 

emphasize key 

points.  

Rarely changes 

tone while 

speaking.  

 

Body Language Body language and 

gestures are helpful 

in delivering 

content information 

without swaying or 

fidgeting. 

Some fidgeting but 

gestures are on point.  

Doesn’t 

gesticulate much. 

Rarely gesticulates. 
 

Information was well 

Organized 

Provides clear 

purpose and 

subject; important 

examples, facts…; 

demonstrates full 

knowledge by 

answering all 

audience questions. 

  

The speech is well 

organized but lacking 

support in terms of 

examples and data. 

The speech is well 

organized but 

doesn’t have any 

facts or data to 

support the 

speech.  

Speech is poorly 

organized. 

 

Content was 

Appropriate for the 

Task/Project 

Presentation was 

on-task for the 

project. 

Presentation was on-

task but in some parts 

deviated slightly.  

Content of the 

presentation 

wasn’t clear in 

some parts and 

didn’t really match 

the topic of the 

speech.  

Content was 

confusing. 

 

Evidence of Rehearsal  The student, not the 

visuals, drives the 

talk. 

The presentation clearly 

demonstrated that the 

students rehearsed but 

could have made some 

improvements by 

rehearsing more.  

Presentation 

shows that the 

student didn’t 

rehearse much.  

There was no 

rehearsing for this 

presentation.  

 

Time Frame  The presentation 

was properly timed. 

Your speaking time 

was or near 6 

minutes or over of 

fluency. 

The presentation was 

just under 6 minutes.   

The presentation 

was under 4 

minutes.  

The presentation 

was under 2 

minutes.  

 

TOTAL 
 

 


